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INTRODUCTION
Regional retail commercial centers throughout the nation are experiencing a revolution in retailing
trends which is affecting their mix of uses, building placement and design. Beginning in the
1950s, regional malls replaced traditional downtowns as the economic and social core of
communities. They offered the convenience of a diversity of retail stores on a single site, allowing
customers to park at one location and patronize multiple businesses. Retailers were grouped on
interior corridors that became the new heart of the community. Without a traditional downtown,
the Sunrise MarketPlace functions as the economic core and town center of what now is the City of
Citrus Heights.
Today, there are new development patterns nationally as well as in the Sacramento Region which
are affecting retail areas such as the Sunrise MarketPlace. The emergence of such trends as
mixed use projects, open air retail centers, resurgence of downtowns, higher density housing,
pedestrian/transit oriented development and the reinvention of enclosed malls all serve as a
signal of the need to reposition the Sunrise MarketPlace to maintain its position as a regional
shopping destination. These new development solutions typify many recent commercial centers
developed as competition to the Sunrise MarketPlace in the Sacramento Region.
In recognition of these market trends, Sunrise MarketPlace has the opportunity to re-conceive its
vision for the future, defining the uses and the design and character of development that can
economically sustain and enhance its role as a primary center of the City of Citrus Heights. The
Sunrise MarketPlace (SMP) Visioning Project was initiated by the City and Sunrise MarketPlace
Business Improvement District (BID) with a grant from the Sacramento Area Council of
Governments (SACOG) as an effort to imagine a new future, which would re-energize its identity
and character as a vital, active, and successful center of the City. “A New Vision for the Sunrise
MarketPlace” is the result of six months of community outreach, interviews, workshops, a design
charrette and study. “A New Vision for the Sunrise MarketPlace” is a document which is:


First and foremost - a vehicle to promote dialogue and action among key stakeholders
including property owners, businesses, community members and the City to stimulate
consensus on the future of this important business district.



Conceptual in nature, providing ideas, visuals and schematics on what could be achieved
within the MarketPlace over time.



A look into the future with recognition of the realities of property ownership, leases and
economic limitations.



Flexible and whose visual representations and written principles are conceptual and
reflective of the evolving nature of redevelopment and the retail/real estate market.



Phased and will evolve over time.



A guide to simulate changes in design, building placement, and land use to create a sense
of place and a destination for the broader community.



Supportive of the importance of a continued public-private partnership between the
Sunrise MarketPlace, BID, property owners and the City.
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Just as important as understanding what this document is, it is also important to understand what
the Vision document does not propose to do. As part of the Visioning project, there were no
economic (including market analysis or leakage studies) or detailed transportation analyses
completed on current or future land development or redevelopment of the district. No analysis
was done on past or current successes or failed projects within the district. This document is not a
regulatory planning report with specific requirements of what you can and cannot do. Guidelines
described here are desired outcomes in aggregate and will be used to measure the success of the
Vision, and will not be used for the regulation of specific projects. Achievement of this vision is
predicated on the voluntary commitment of property owners, business owners and
developers to the goals and principles contained within this document.
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BACKGROUND AND SETTING
What will Sunrise MarketPlace look like 5, 10 or 20 years from now? And, what role does the
City and the BID play in how the district evolves over the next several years? The district has seen
substantial increases in regional competition and several disturbing trends have begun to surface,
such as long-term vacancies, growing competition, flattening sales and escalating traffic issues.
These trends are compounded by existing conditions such as its aging buildings, piecemeal
development, increase in public area nuisances (graffiti, illegal dumping, and abandoned
shopping carts) and an overall lack of vision for the area. These trends and conditions make
these questions well worth exploring.
In 2006, the BID began doing just that by contracting with the York Consulting Group to do an indepth assessment of the district’s long-term viability. The report concluded that “Sunrise
MarketPlace is at risk of losing its position as a regional shopping destination unless it begins to
think differently about its existing properties.” The report identified some opportunities. There is
potential to redevelop properties, especially underutilized parcels; reinvention of Sunrise Mall
could significantly energize the area; the regional demographic profile is promising and the
district’s location at the center of the region is an asset.
The report recommended the implementation of a visioning project to promote dialogue and
action among key stakeholders, including property owners, business, community members and the
City, to stimulate consensus on the future of this important business district. The City was awarded
a $100,000 Civic Engagement Grant from SACOG and EIP Associates (now called PBS&J) with its
consultant team was retained to facilitate the project.
A key aspect of the vision process was the gathering of community input and involvement,
principally through stakeholder interviews, retail tours and via three workshops, including a design
charrette.
Common findings from district stakeholders and workshop participants included the following
feedback.
The District:
 lacks a distinct image;
 has not kept up to date/has dated center design;
 suffers from area competition;
 lacks uses that distinguish it from other shopping/business centers;
 has underutilized properties;
 has hodge-podge development;
 has buildings that don’t relate to each other;
 needs to intensify uses;
 lacks pedestrian orientation;
 has few public amenities; and
 needs to be safe and accessible.
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Visioning Project participants also noted:


the mall is the main anchor and affects surrounding area businesses;



it is difficult to assemble parcels;



there is no pedestrian access from parking areas;



buildings are set too far back and lack visibility from main roads;



parking is under-used;



roads are heavily traveled (an asset and a liability); and



there needs to be commitment to a common vision.

Three concepts emerged from the community
workshops and were presented and explored at the
design Charrette. One concept, the North/South
Concept focused development along the frontage of
Sunrise Mall and Marketplace at Birdcage with
north-south pedestrian streets paralleling Sunrise
from Greenback to Madison.
This alternative
received minimal support during the Charrette. In
general, Charrette participants favored the
East/West Concept with an eventual long-term
phasing in of a plan more like the Town Center.
These concepts are outlined below:
1. East/West Concept: adds grid roads to connect
Sunrise Mall and Marketplace at Birdcage. The
roads are envisioned as narrow, pedestrianoriented connectors lined with retail and
restaurant uses. Key features:


Sunrise Boulevard remains as a major
vehicular thoroughfare



New east-west pedestrian-oriented streets
connect Birdcage to Sunrise Mall



Pedestrian streets lined with commercial
mixed use (ground floor retail-office uses
above)



Major surface and structured parking facilities located between pedestrian connectors
and facing Sunrise Boulevard



Multi-family residential uses east of Sunrise Mall and along Birdcage Street



Pedestrian-oriented street connectors at regular intervals throughout entire area (north of
Greenback and south to Madison).
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2. Town Center Concept: promotes the highest
density, maximizing infill of surface parking lots
along Sunrise Blvd. with a mix of retail,
restaurant and entertainment uses.
Key
features:


New grid of N-S-E-W streets and blocks
creates core between Sunrise Mall and
MarketPlace at Birdcage.



Core uses: primarily mixed-use commercial
with some residential mixed-use on streets
that do not directly front on Sunrise Blvd.



Loosely defined development pattern of multi-family residential, office, retail and
entertainment outside core.



Sunrise Boulevard continues to carry high traffic volumes, but redesigned as attractive
pedestrian promenade within core area.



Major parking facilities (surface and structured) located outside core at easy walking
distance.



Connections to surrounding neighborhoods, to park to north and to Madison to the south.

It should be recognized that these options are concepts and the Visioning document does not
prescribe the specific implementation of these exact development programs.
Additionally, City staff, elected officials, BID staff and steering committee members travelled to
Northern and Southern California to view examples of mixed use, open air designs and private
public partnerships. Tour participants were notably impressed with the following:


Integrated parking



Parking structures that don’t dictate the physical environment



Landscaped surface parking



Well-groomed streetscapes and public amenities



Appropriately scaled buildings



Outdoor dining



Stylized, creative design and attention to detail



Unique facades



Wide sidewalks and landscaped buffers



Integrated residential uses



Flexible public space (e.g. bollards to close streets)



Open, walkable environments



Multiplex theaters in retail centers
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Well-designed, integrated big-box uses



Transportation options



Good vehicular and pedestrian circulation and access

Much has been done in the district to improve the public area. Festive banners and seasonal
décor adorn light poles which have been painted forest green to blend in with the environment.
Three dimensional metal banners, distinctive gateway signs and pylon banners reinforce the
branding, destination building and image enhancement efforts of the BID. Directional signs,
custom-painted street signs, ADA ramp improvements and directory kiosks enhance mobility within
the district. Median improvements, including the addition of 80 palm trees, new trash cans and
pads at the bus stops have greatly improved the appeal of the area. The Vision presented here
seeks to complement and enhance these improvements.
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A VISION FOR THE FUTURE
The vision for Sunrise MarketPlace seeks to transform the City of Citrus Heights’ long established
regional-serving retail core into a lively and prosperous multi-use center that evolves over time as
the City’s town center. Functionally, economically, socially, and culturally, the MarketPlace can be
re-positioned as the heart of the community. It can evolve from a single purpose, automobile
oriented destination, to a lively 24-hour environment where people shop, live, are employed, are
entertained, are culturally enriched, and are actively engaged with their neighbors on tree-lined
walkways and plazas. Providing a mix of new uses expands the market for existing area
businesses and a larger set of opportunities to satisfy area residents’ shopping and business
needs.
Land uses would be diversified to stimulate new economic activity and identity. Not only the
development of retail stores, but the need exists to develop places for new jobs and housing
opportunities that expand the customer market supporting the local businesses. Additional retail,
entertainment, restaurants, and other commercial uses would be constructed on surface parking
lots fronting on Sunrise Boulevard, Greenback Lane, and the existing centers. In certain areas,
office uses may be located on upper floors of buildings to provide new employment opportunities,
while their ground floors would contain commercial uses that energize pedestrian activity.

On the periphery of the commercial core, buildings containing retail on the ground floor may be
developed with housing above or exclusively for new housing to serve as a transition to the
existing residential neighborhoods beyond. New housing opportunities may also be provided by
the redevelopment of the golf course northeast of Sunrise Boulevard and Greenback Lane into a
new residential neighborhood with complementary commercial uses.
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Properties fronting Sunrise Boulevard south of Macy Plaza Drive would be intensified for office
uses, providing new job opportunities for local residents.
Public or institutional uses, such as community centers or performing arts facilities, can be located
within the MarketPlace District to bring people to the area. In addition, outdoor seating areas,
landscaped open space and plazas would be provided throughout the area for both active and
passive recreational use. Musical programs, special events and activities can be held at these
venues sponsored by the BID.
The development of an expanded street system transforms the MarketPlace, providing
connectivity and access throughout the area. A network of small, pedestrian-oriented streets
reaches from the edges of the MarketPlace area to its center. These streets provide access into
the MarketPlace from the adjacent neighborhoods and the broader community, and provide
convenient access to centers, stores and businesses within the area.
The improvement of the streets encourages pedestrian use, and intersection improvements ensure
that pedestrian access is easy and safe from surrounding neighborhoods and within the
MarketPlace area. Existing commercial “superblocks” would be broken into smaller street grids to
create a commercial core or “main street” environment. These streets, designed with generous
sidewalks, unique street furnishings, special lighting, and courts and plazas would create a
pedestrian-oriented focus at the center of each shopping area of the MarketPlace. These streets
also link across the major arterial streets to integrate the MarketPlace into a whole unified center.
To ensure that the existing retail centers continue to have good visibility from the major regional
roadways, the streets leading to the centers are wide and contain a planted median that can hold
special signage, lighting, banners and other features.
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Buildings constructed to the edge of the sidewalk along the streets create a continuous “street
wall”, which brings pedestrians to sidewalks and promotes outdoor seating areas and public
visibility to the streetscape and the buildings. Buildings and landscaping provide an interesting
and attractive setting in which people can walk, drive, shop, work and live. Building design insures
visibility into ground floor spaces to make shops and businesses appear more accessible and
improve the sense of safety on the sidewalks. Convenient on-street parking on interior streets
would buffer pedestrians from traffic, while additional parking would be provided in the rear of
new development and in lots or structures behind center buildings.
The vision for the MarketPlace’s transformation is ambitious, yet consistent with the redevelopment
of numerous regional retail centers throughout the nation. It will not be accomplished overnight,
but with the cumulative actions of individual property owners and developers over time. Its
success relies upon strong leadership and consensus for change.
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DEVELOPMENT CONCEPTS
TRANSLATING THE VISION INTO DEVELOPMENT
In summary, the Vision for the Sunrise MarketPlace seeks to transform this regional retail
core into a vibrant and prosperous center that invites the broad community to shop, live,
work and be entertained. It is grounded by the objective of creating a more walkable,
pedestrian-oriented environment by reducing the expanse of surface parking lots and
intensifying the land uses onto a smaller grid of blocks on which new buildings would be
constructed and designed to provoke interest and access by customers and casual visitors.
A network of plazas and open space areas would be integrated with attractive sidewalks
and streetscapes as places for customers to relax, dine, and participate in community
events. Development of a “ring” road, located approximately coincident with Birdcage
Street, Macy Plaza Drive, and Sunrise Vista Drive, would facilitate access off of Sunrise
Boulevard and Greenback Lane.
This vision of a reinvented and reinvigorated Sunrise MarketPlace is reflected in four
overarching ideas about the future of the MarketPlace, which are a culmination of the
Vision Project outreach process. These statements drive the design and development
principles and related concepts.


The Sunrise MarketPlace is a regional-serving center, attracting customers from the
City and surrounding communities.



The Sunrise MarketPlace is a center of identity, activity, and economy for the City
of Citrus Heights.



The Sunrise MarketPlace is a 24-hour center, integrating commerce, jobs,
entertainment, culture and housing.



The Sunrise MarketPlace is an active, pedestrian-oriented place that is linked with
surrounding neighborhoods and districts.

The following sections describes development principles and their supporting concepts for
the Sunrise MarketPlace in consideration of feedback from stakeholder interviews,
community workshops, the Visioning Project Steering Committee, the retail tours, and the
design charrette.

LAND USE AND URBAN FORM
Principles


Intensify retail and office and diversify uses.



Accommodate housing and supporting services as transitional uses with adjoining
neighborhoods.



Develop underutilized surface parking lots.
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Develop public places and amenities that promote longer visits by customers and
residents.



Divide large blocks of land into smaller grids to enhance intimacy and pedestrian
activity.



Locate and design buildings to promote pedestrian activity.



Visually connect Marketplace at Birdcage and the Sunrise Mall.



Intensify development that is scaled and designed to transition with adjoining
residential neighborhoods.



The sense of identity, character, economic vitality, and quality of the Sunrise
MarketPlace will be improved by accommodating the development of new retail,
office, restaurant, and entertainment uses on surface parking lots and re-use of
underutilized buildings.

Development Concepts
Concepts to achieve this sense of place are identified as follows:


Addition of housing units in mixed use and free-standing buildings expands the
customer base for commercial uses and contributes to an enlivened 24-hour
environment.



Areas between Marketplace at Birdcage and Sunrise Mall fronting Sunrise
Boulevard and properties along Greenback Lane would be infilled with new retail,
restaurant, entertainment, and supporting uses.



Buildings would be clustered along an interconnected network of pedestrian
sidewalks, plazas, and open spaces. They would be located and designed to
create a continuous “Main Street” environment.



Civic and cultural uses would be integrated into the development pattern.



Frontage of Sunrise Mall would be skinned with retail uses that open to pedestrian
and parking areas to promote pedestrian activity.



Emphasis would be placed on the development of new office uses on properties
south of Macy Plaza Drive along Sunrise Boulevard, with supporting financial,
retail, and restaurant uses. Their employees would be located within walking
distance of Sunrise Mall and Marketplace at Birdcage, expanding the customer
base for these uses. While connected by pedestrian walkways, properties would
largely be developed with independent buildings.



Properties east of Sunrise Mall and north of the Greenback Lane commercial
frontages would accommodate mixed use buildings with housing located above
ground-level retail uses and free-standing residential units. These buildings would
be linked with and provide a transition with adjoining residential neighborhoods.
As for the retail infill, buildings would be clustered along street frontages and
designed to foster a high level of pedestrian activity.
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Parking structures would be developed to replace
the lost surface parking, as well as provide spaces
for new uses. In the core area, ground floor spaces
may contain retail uses to foster pedestrian activity
along their frontages or be designed to interconnect
with adjacent retail/restaurant spaces.



A new residential neighborhood would be
developed to replace the golf course northeast of
the Greenback Lane and Sunrise Boulevard
intersection. A mix of units would be clustered
around open spaces and plazas and linked to
surrounding commercial areas by pedestrian walkways.



The following map delineates the location of broad land use opportunity areas for
the MarketPlace. Priority uses and urban form characteristics for each of these
opportunity areas follows the map.

COMMERCIAL MIXED USE OPPORTUNITY AREAS
Priority Uses


Specialty retail, boutique shops, restaurants including outdoor seating and uses
typically found in “lifestyle” centers should be prioritized for properties fronting
Sunrise Boulevard north of Macy Plaza Drive.



Civic, cultural, performing arts, community meeting facilities, and comparable uses
would be located on the periphery of the core of retail buildings and not interrupt
their continuity or contribution to pedestrian activity.



Parking structures would be developed with the ground floor along pedestrian
sidewalks, plazas, and open spaces developed for retail uses.



Certain commercial land uses need to be evaluated to determine their
appropriateness within the MarketPlace.
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Urban Form Characteristics


Develop new structures on surface parking lots north of Macy Plaza Drive fronting
the existing centers that take advantage of and complement the centers’ retail
uses, while providing visual access corridors from Greenback Lane and Sunrise
Boulevard.



Development Massing and Siting
x

Cluster buildings around common open spaces and pedestrian areas that
provide outdoor seating areas and space for other public gathering activities.

x

Create a street presence for pedestrian access and motorist visibility by
placing buildings at the right-of-way or setback line with no or limited side
setbacks.

x

Service (garbage, utility, major stock delivery, etc.) would be provided at rear
of building/lot or enhance with landscape, screening, or other design features
where not feasible.
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Building Frontage
x

Retail and restaurant uses would have highly transparent ground floor facades
to encourage visibility into and out of the building.

x

Retail entrances would be oriented toward the sidewalk and be inviting.

x

Buildings on corner lots would be oriented toward the corner with primary
entries facing the corner and special architectural treatment of the corner
facade and massing.

x

Blank walls are discouraged.

Building heights would transition to assure compatibility with adjoining residential
neighborhoods. The tallest structures should be located on the site’s interior to
minimize visual impacts.
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Building heights would be varied to promote interest and character, including the
use of towers and architectural elements to serve as visual landmarks and points of
orientation.
COMMERCIAL/OFFICE MIXED USE OPPORTUNITY AREAS
Priority Uses



Professional business, financial, and other office uses should be prioritized. Retail,
restaurant, and service uses shall be accommodated in the ground floor of
buildings as ancillary to office uses on the upper floors.



Properties may be developed exclusively for retail and service commercial uses,
provided that cumulatively they provide a mixture within the area of retail and
office uses.



Certain commercial land uses need to be evaluated to determine their
appropriateness within the MarketPlace.
Urban Form Characteristics



Buildings would establish a semi-consistent street view
but it does not need to be continuous in height or
setback.



Landscaping along the frontage may be developed
along the building frontage for visual character and
interest.



Building heights would transition with adjoining
residential neighborhoods. The tallest portion of
structures shall be located along Sunrise Boulevard.



Buildings would be connected with pedestrian
walkways.
RESIDENTIAL MIXED-USE OPPORTUNITY AREAS
Priority Uses



Mixed use buildings that accommodate retail on the ground floor and retail or
office uses above and free-standing commercial and multi-family residential
housing.



Residential densities would range from 15 to 25 units per acre.
Urban Form Characteristics



Residential buildings would be located and designed to be sensitive to and
transition with adjoining residential neighborhoods.
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Ground floor residential would be set back from the sidewalk with a landscaped
buffer.



Mixed use buildings would be built close to the street with ground floor retail and
office uses.

OPEN SPACE AND PEDESTRIAN AMENITIES
Principles


Create an interconnected pedestrian and open space network/system to provide
the framework for the urban form for all development.



Provide amenities and spaces to identify and animate the district.

Development Concepts


Streets are the most significant public open space in the area. Streetscape design
must accommodate and welcome the public by providing amenities for public use
including seating, lighting, landscaping, trash receptacles, wayfinding signage,
drinking fountains, pedestrian-scaled lighting, and similar elements. Emphasis
would be placed on implementing extensive streetscape improvements at key
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gateway locations, along the Sunrise Boulevard and Greenback Lane frontages,
and an internal network of streets and pedestrian walkways.


Small pockets of open space and plazas would be located in the vicinity of the
centers (see Vision Summary and Pedestrian and Public Space Concept diagrams)
but their precise size and location may vary. These open spaces would provide
opportunities for a variety of active and passive use and have amenities for
children and families. Open spaces and plazas would be located and designed to
relate to adjacent ground-floor retail uses. For example, restaurants can provide
seating on the edge of these spaces.



The golf course stream corridor would be protected and enhanced for riparian
habitat preservation and serve as a focal point to enhance the quality and
character of the new residential neighborhood.



On-site open space and plazas would be connected to each other and off-site
open space by the network of pedestrian and bicycle-friendly streets to
encourage their use by all members of the community.



Landscape materials would be appropriate for the local climate and be sensitive
to water and other non-renewable resources.

Pedestrian Linkages and Pathways
The Pedestrian and Open Space Concept figure illustrates a comprehensive design to
enhance pedestrian activity and public use of the Sunrise MarketPlace planning area.


Establish a comprehensive network of walkways that provide connectivity
throughout the MarketPlace planning area and linkages with adjoining residential
neighborhoods. This pedestrian network may align and/or be separate from the
area-wide street network. It would be privately developed and maintained
although City police would enforce appropriate street regulations (e.g. speeding).



The pedestrian circulation framework can be implemented immediately with the
creation of pedestrian pathways through existing parking lots and along existing
streets. The pedestrian framework system can establish the street and block
pattern that will develop with new land uses over time.



Primary Pedestrian Linkages provide improved pedestrian circulation that directly
connects major destinations throughout the MarketPlace planning area. Pedestriansupportive land uses and building design would be concentrated on these
corridors.



Primary Pedestrian Linkages connect with other street types in the area to create a
complete pedestrian circulation system using all area streets.



Pedestrian Pathways are non-vehicular corridors that provide connections between
adjacent neighborhoods and the Marketplace core, allowing for access without
automobile use.
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Pedestrian Environment and Streetscape Concepts
The quality of the pedestrian environment is determined by the dimensions of the sidewalk
area, planting, paving materials, street crossing conditions, traffic volume and speed and
adjacent land use.
INTERSECTIONS


In addition to existing gateway signs and banners, such elements as setbacks,
plazas, landscaping, pedestrian shoulders, street furniture, lighting, signage, public
art, and similar amenities (as described in the Pedestrian Environment/Streetscape
design below).

PEDESTRIAN ENVIRONMENT/STREETSCAPE DESIGN


Sidewalks on interior streets would be sufficiently wide to accommodate
landscape, street furniture, lighting, signage, art, and other amenities that enhance
and encourage pedestrian circulation.



Provide streetscape improvements along all pedestrian routes.
x

Trees that provide a continuous or semi-continuous canopy shading pedestrians
from the sun and excessive heat
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x

Lighting fixtures that illuminate pedestrian areas and are scaled to the
pedestrian

x

Decorative lighting with hanging flower baskets

x

Attractively designed furnishings such as benches, trash receptacles, newspaper
racks, kiosks, bicycle racks, and similar elements
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x

Public art

x

Pedestrian-oriented paving: Special paving patterns and materials are difficult
to match during repair and maintenance. Use a consistent material throughout
the MarketPlace area for public sidewalks.

x

Waterscapes and fountains for visual amenity and/or active involvement
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x

Space for cafe seating and retail merchandise display

CIRCULATION AND MOBILITY
Sunrise MarketPlace circulation currently is dominated by the automobile, despite the
presence of sidewalks and the ability of bicyclists to use public streets. Local circulation
occurs primarily on the major area streets, including the regional arterials (Sunrise
Boulevard and Greenback Lane) and surrounding streets such as Birdcage Street, Macy
Plaza Drive or Sunrise Mall Road. Additional circulation occurs within the parking lots
fronting the shopping centers. The predominant function of this existing circulation system is
to provide access to parking or to provide through-routes to and from the surrounding
community and region. Although the street system provides visibility to the shopping
centers, there is no inherent quality of the streets that creates identity or functionality
beyond its role in carrying regional traffic.


Sunrise and Greenback shall remain as regional streets in accordance with the City
of Citrus Heights General Plan.



Interconnect street networks to improve external and internal access and
pedestrian activity.



Develop complete streets that accommodate automobiles, transit, bicycles,
pedestrians and the disabled.



Integrate transit stops to facilitate access to and from local and regional public
transportation systems.



Create a pedestrian network that interconnects independent and clustered
buildings and is attractively designed to promote walkability.

Concepts


Establish a street network, as shown on the Circulation Concept, which provides
connectivity among all MarketPlace land uses and is linked with surrounding
residential neighborhoods. The internal network should be privately developed
and designed to establish a grid pattern of streets that breaks the “superblock”
into a smaller pattern of development blocks typical of traditional town centers. It
would be designed to reduce dependency on automobile use by enhancing the
pedestrian environment on all streets and pathways.
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A loop road would be created that circles the retail centers, providing convenient
access to and from adjacent neighborhoods and establishing an identity at the
perimeter of the MarketPlace.



Pedestrian improvements would be provided on major thoroughfares including
widened sidewalks, landscape and street furnishings, to promote pedestrian use of
Sunrise Boulevard and Greenback Lane.



Bicycle use is encouraged on all area streets and would be linked to existing
facilities in the region to promote bicycle access to and from the MarketPlace for
the greater community.



Transit use would be encouraged through improvements to transit stops, including
bus shelters with seating, signage and lighting; transit bulb-outs for more efficient
bus operations; and new stop locations in coordination with transit providers. An
internal shuttle system would be considered to facilitate access throughout the
MarketPlace planning area and connect key activity locations. Longer term
options include bus rapid transit service and light rail.



Grid streets would be designed to be welcoming, attractive, usable and functional
contributing to the MarketPlace’s character and identity. Their width should be
adequate for safe automobile movement but should not promote inappropriate
speed for a pedestrian and bicycle-friendly area. Narrow lane width slows traffic
speed and eases pedestrian street crossings.

Circulation Elements
The figure on the next page illustrates a comprehensive concept to facilitate mobility in
the Sunrise MarketPlace planning area.


The Major Thoroughfares (Sunrise Boulevard and Greenback Lane) will continue to
operate as 6 – 8 lane arterials connecting the MarketPlace with the region.



The Mixed-Use Core Streets, Center Entry Streets, Loop Road and Neighborhood
Access Streets will be designed for slow-moving traffic to ensure safety for
motorists, bicyclists and pedestrians.



Create a smaller block grid to improve access by pedestrians and vehicles and
provide maximum commercial development frontage. Existing center entries would
be used to establish the street/block grid dimension.



Streets would be linked with peripheral streets to promote easy pedestrian
movement throughout the MarketPlace area.



Pedestrian connections across major area streets would be improved with
enhanced intersection design.
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Parking Concepts


Surface and structured parking facilities would be located in the rear of
development blocks or above street-level commercial uses and would not have
large ground level street frontage. Parking should not be located on a corner
facing an intersection.



Parking would be accommodated in small, dispersed areas separated by
buildings, streets and landscaping.
SURFACE PARKING



Surface parking lots that front public streets would be set back from the sidewalk
by a planted buffer and would provide shade.



Dedicated, accessible pedestrian walkways with pedestrian-scaled lighting and
buffering landscaping would be provided through all parking lots.



Parking access drives would be combined and parking shared among multiple
businesses where possible.



Surface parking lots would interconnect for ease of vehicular and pedestrian
access.
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PARKING STRUCTURES


Mixed-use parking structures with ground floor retail or office use are encouraged
to create a continuous pedestrian environment in mixed-use streets.



Parking structures would conform to the massing, siting and height requirements
that correspond to their location.



Parking in mixed-use buildings that faces the street would be architecturally
integrated into the building design.

Street Design Concepts


Traffic calming street design for interior streets
x

Corner, mid-block and transit bulb-outs that facilitate street crossing by
reducing the width of cross walks

x

Bus turn outs to encourage traffic flow on main arterials
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x

On-street parking and landscaped plantings for interior non-arterial streets to
serve as a buffer separating automobiles from pedestrian walkways and
outdoor dining



Intersections designed for pedestrians, creating pedestrian-friendly and safe
crossings with clearly delineated walkways/paving, bulb-outs for short crossings,
high-visibility pedestrian crossing indicators (signage, flashing lights, lighting, etc.),
median refuges, raised intersections/crossings, and similar elements.



Bicycle Facilities
x

Bicycle lanes on streets and key transit access corridors; locate and design to
prevent conflicts with pedestrian activity

x

On-site bicycle amenities including storage facilities, showers, repair facilities,
and similar uses
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Transit accessibility
x

Provide for development of bus rapid transit (and light rail if economically
feasible) along Sunrise Boulevard.

x

Provide sufficient sidewalk depth to accommodate transit shelter

x

Shelters that provide protection from sun and rain, benches; transit route,
schedule, and fare information; lighting; trash receptacles; and are constructed
of durable, graffiti-resistant materials

x

Information and wayfinding signage (maps, next bus, and so on.)

Street Type Concepts
Different types of streets will be maintained for the Sunrise MarketPlace planning
area with some streets being public thoroughfares and loop streets and other
streets serving the commercial centers being developed as private streets. As
discussed earlier, this will build upon the existing network and establish an internal
pedestrian-oriented street grid. The following defines the general physical and
design characteristics of each roadway type.
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Planted median with monument signage, signature trees, lighting, pedestrian
refuge at crossings, and turn lanes at appropriate locations.



Class II bicycle facility



Pedestrian zone along the street frontages: Planting/furnishing zone adjacent to
curb provides buffer at edge of sidewalk: Provide large-scale trees that will
provide an identity for the area, such as palms or trees with distinct flower or
foliage color.



Buildings at important corners, such as Sunrise and Greenback or at the Center
Entry Streets, would exhibit special status and stature as identity or landmark
buildings for the area.



Curb cuts and access drives for parking lots and structures would be minimized
along the Major Thoroughfare streets. Parking access would primarily occur
through internal area streets.
COMMERCIAL CORE STREET



Two travel lanes with on-street parking lane and extensively landscaped
pedestrian zone (sidewalks) along frontages
MAJOR RETAIL CENTER ENTRY STREETS



Design as “monumental” entry that establishes a clear and distinct identity for the
Sunrise MarketPlace – would be consistent in design with existing improvements
(banner pylons, gateway signs, etc).



Two wide travel lanes with on-street parking lane, planted or pedestrian
accessible median to promote mall entry visibility along street corridor; planting to
remain low for unobstructed visibility, and extensively landscaped pedestrian zone
along street frontages
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LOOP ROAD


Designed with two travel lanes with planted median, signature trees, pedestrian
refuge at crossing, on-street parking lane, and turn lanes at appropriate locations,
and wide pedestrian sidewalks along the street frontage
INTERIOR PRIVATE STREETS SERVING COMMERCIAL CENTERS



Designed with two travel lanes with on street parking, planting strips, along two
lanes, wide pedestrian sidewalks with pedestrian scale lighting.
NEIGHBORHOOD ACCESS STREET



Two travel lanes with on-street parking lane, planted strip at curb with street trees,
ground cover, pedestrian-scale lighting, paving to allow access to sidewalk from
parked vehicles



Sidewalks along the street frontage with planted setback to building façade,
which may contain limited encroachments by entry stairs, porches, upper floor
balconies, bays, and similar elements
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IMPLEMENTING THE VISION/NEXT STEPS
There were four economic principles which guided the Visioning Project:


Create a sense of place that increases land values and customer purchases.



Sustain and enhance existing businesses.



Local property owners shall re-invest in improvements.



The City shall support economic re-investment and improvements.

These are essential for achieving the Vision, but the successful implementation of the
Sunrise MarketPlace Vision must be guided by four additional principles:
Phasing – The Vision is ambitious, yet consistent with the reinvention of shopping districts
around the country. Lasting and impactful changes will not happen overnight; rather they
will happen over time because of cumulative actions by individual property owners,
developers and the City.
Economics – The Vision must be grounded in economic realities – the realities of the
national and regional economy and housing and financial markets; property owners’
physical and legal constraints; retailers’ location and expansion programs; and the
availability of public funding.
Flexibility – As the retail and development industry are ever changing, the Vision must be
a dynamic, flexible and responsive document.
Partnership – The implementation of the Vision can only be achieved through sustained
partnerships between the public and private sector and through property
owners/developers and retailers working together.
Several next step actions are suggested below.
Continue Building Support for the Long-Term Implementation of Vision Principles – The
City and the BID will work in partnership to build consensus of the principals and concepts
outlined in the visioning document with the major stakeholders. Consensus building actions
will include:


Present the document to the Council and Planning Commission at a joint Study
Session in March with approval of the City Council in April 2008



Continue to meet with property and business owners on a one-on-one basis to
review the document



Meet with the commercial brokerage community to convey the Visioning concepts
and principles



Present Visioning document to the Neighborhood Associations and community
groups as requested
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Support Sunrise Mall Improvements – Steadfast Companies purchased the Sunrise Mall
in late January 2008. They have major plans for improving the mall which include adding
square footage to the center. Throughout the Visioning process, it was recognized that
Sunrise Mall serves as the major anchor for the shopping district and that major
improvements/additions will serve as catalysis for redevelopment throughout the area,
much like the development of the mall in the early 1970s was the impetus for the
development of the Sunrise/Greenback commercial area. Assisting Steadfast with their
efforts to improve the mall should be the City’s number one economic development priority
for the next 24 months. Steadfast is scheduled to present their initial renovation ideas in
March 2008.
Explore Zoning Changes to Promote Implementation of Vision - Identity any potential
impediments to implementing the Vision’s principles in the existing Zoning Ordinance and
identify mechanisms to accommodate desired changes (e.g., making zoning designations
consistent throughout the district, excluding certain uses such as thrift stores, and certain
automotive uses such as smog shops) as well as addressing signage on district-wide basis.
Development of Mitchell Land – Ted Mitchell, the land owner of the golf course located
to the north of the Sunrise MarketPlace’s boundaries, has created a concept plan for the
future development of his land. He will present this concept to the City Council in late
March/early April 2008. This project should also be a priority for both the City and the
BID as it has the potential to provide a catalyst for redevelopment in the adjacent areas.
Provide Technical Assistance for Targeted Small and Medium Property Owners Working together, the City and BID staff will identify 1-3 property owners who might
benefit from some technical assistance which will help promote the Visioning principles.
Assistance might include help with design (such as suggestions for façade improvements),
visibility and signage issues.
Identify Funding Options for public improvements such as open space, public art,
pedestrian and road improvements and streetscape amenities.
Clarify most appropriate and effective role for the City and the BID in the implementation
of the Vision.
Annual Review of Vision – To keep the Sunrise MarketPlace Vision as relevant and
flexible as possible, the City, BID staff, property and business owners, business owners
and community members should review the “A New Vision for Sunrise MarketPlace”
document on an annual basis and make changes/updates as needed to address new
opportunities and barriers to implementation.
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